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Know the Flows
By Cameron Brandt, Director of Research
Signs that investors are concerned about rising US bond yields and
expensive equity valuations were thin on the ground during the first full
week of 2018 as flows into EPFR-tracked Equity and Bond Funds surged
to 30- and 31-week highs respectively. The week ending Jan. 10 also saw
Emerging Markets Equity and Bond Funds record their biggest inflows
since mid-3Q16 and early 1Q16, flows to High Yield Bond Funds hit a
25-week high and Global Equity Funds post their third record inflow
since the beginning of the third quarter as investors moved off the
sidelines after the Christmas and New Year's holidays.
Investors continued to keep their distance from funds dedicated to Italy,
China, and the US's two NAFTA partners, Mexico and Canada. But they
increased their exposure to other markets with geopolitical baggage.
Korea Equity Funds absorbed fresh money for the ninth week running,
commitments to Russia Equity Funds climbed to a 14-week high and
Greece Equity Funds recorded their biggest inflow since late 2Q17.
Overall, Equity Funds posted a collective inflow of $24.4 billion during
the seven days ending Jan. 10 while Bond Funds took in $13.7 billion
and Money Market Funds $21.4 billion.

At the single country and asset class fund levels, High Yield Bond Funds
took in over $1 billion for the first time since early October, Mortgage
Backed Bond Funds snapped their longest outflow streak in nearly a
year and commitments to Municipal Bond Funds hit a 13-week high.
Italy Bond Funds recorded their biggest weekly outflow since 2Q17,
Italy Equity Funds experienced net redemptions for the sixth straight
week and China Bond Funds extended a run of outflows that started in
mid-November.

Sector Fund Flows
With the 4Q17 corporate earnings season about to kick off and analysts
busy factoring the recent US tax cuts into their forecasts for this year,
Sector Funds fared well in early January. Nine of the 11 major groups
tracked by EPFR Global recorded inflows that ranged from $65 million for
Telecoms Sector Funds to $1.2 billion for Industrial Sector Funds.

One of the groups, Energy Sector Funds, recorded their biggest inflow
since the fourth week of June. Energy Sector Funds are currently
enjoying two major tailwinds: oil prices that some observers believe will
break the $80 a barrel mark this year and expectations of strong
earnings growth as the sector continues to climb out of the pit created
by the crash in oil prices during 2014-15. They also got a short-term
boost from the spike in demand triggered by the recent bitterly cold
weather in the US and Europe.
Back to Index Page
For further information on EPFR, please visit:
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More Jitters Than News Hit Bonds
By David Ader, Chief Macro Strategist
The bond market’s second week of the year was yet another setback
aided by reports of diminished interest in things bond from Japan
(reducing QE size) and reports that Chinese officials are recommending
a slowing or halting its buying of Treasuries. That, combined with a
series of other nuances, drove a technical selloff and we all know that
technical moves, in this case 10s breaking 2.50%, have a momentum all
their own though requiring fundamental rationales. The latter were
around though supply when the market’s already on the defensive
surely adds to the pressure.
Let me steal a page from the momentum crowd talking about stocks
melting up and such; let it run. The fact that the bond market retreated
during the first week of the year on ‘old’ news and in the second week
on, in fact, on very little new economic news (through Wednesday I saw
softer JOLTS, where job openings slid to a six-month low, and Import
Price data) is revealing.
I read in the FT that “Trump takes ‘America First’ message off-piste”
with a plan to go to Davos. There is a twist here I find bothersome and
the origination of the America First slogan came from a nefarious crowd
of isolationists in the 1930s, including an awful lot of Nazi sympathizers
though I won’t tar all of them with that brush. But it’s out there in a
newish guise and the idea that it’s going to Davos seems more likely to
generate Piste-off feelings than Off-piste. I’ll leave that one open but
admit my goal was really to say “Piste-off.”
Off course, there has been the rise in TIPS BEIRs and evidence of buying
from the likes of retail investors as evidenced by EPFR’s flow insights.
The flows make sense and given the recent gain to headline CPI the
price action, too, makes sense. There is a seasonal tendency for TIPS

BEIRs to rise in the first months of the year, as well. Since 2010, TIPS
BEIRs have risen in four of those seven years into about the 18th week
of the given year. They’ve been steady in two of those years, and
tended to slip in two. However, even with the latter pair they rose for
the first four weeks. In short, TIPS are behaving pretty much as they
normally do.

Continued p5
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More Jitters Than News Hit Bonds – cont’d

CHARTS AND THEMATICS: The first chart I’m giving is a scary one, but
The phenomenon is hardly limited to the US. These next charts show
then aren’t they all in some way? It also relates more to the next
the situation for other countries which actually make the US look
section than this one, but I find it so ‘thematic’ that I’ll offer it is as
relatively better. (The source of this is https://goo.gl/Nq67Rd, but the
teaser. What it shows is the Dependency Ratio, or the number of
OECD and plenty of other sources confirm the trend and data.)
Workers per Retiree. 10 years ago we had about 4.75 workers for each
retiree in the US. Today it’s about 3.8 and in 2030 it’ll slide to about
IN OTHER NEWS: Sometimes I’m early. For example, there was a WSJ
2.75. You get this, of course. Due to a very slow population growth,
piece on Monday last about “Long-Term Slowing Seen Despite Spurt,”
increasing longevity, an overall aging population and decline in labor
which effectively referenced themes mentioned in this column for years
participation (see next section) we’ll have painfully few workers
(assuming this column is a continuation of my work at CRT, RBS and
‘supporting’ an increasing number of retirees. Short of an increase in
GCM). - (https://goo.gl/pChMYQ) - It looks at the long-term change in
immigration, it raises a red flag for the burden on younger folks in the
the Labor Force and Productivity overlaid with GDP. The upshot from
years to come AND/OR a need fix to the entitlement constructs so that
the article is that the bulk of economists attending a recent American
the burden shifts to the retirees. In this regard, I’m disappointed in the
Economic Association annual event hold to their views that output
GOP tax package though the failure of Obama to embrace the Simpsongrowth will be lower in the coming years than the historic average
Bowles Committee ranks high up there in terms of dealing with this
despite the recent tax plan hype.
irresponsible avoidance. See what that pair have to say today on the
matter https://goo.gl/CNc92n.
Back to Index Page
This is an excerpt from Ader’s Musings. For the full article, please click HERE.
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Risk, Uncertainty and (short) Volatility
By Marcus Dewsnap, Senior Editor/Analyst
A favourite method of pricing/trading/measuring risk is via volatility.
Underlying the volatility measures are options. There are a great many
volatility indices (bespoke or otherwise), especially for equity markets,
which allow for futures and therefore options on these indices to be
traded. For instance, the widely reported VIX Index (called ‘The Fear’
index) is a measure of the volatility of the S&P500 using options on the
S&P500. However, there are also futures and options contracts on the
VIX itself. Not surprisingly, there are also ETFs based on the VIX. The
increased interest in volatility products can be seen by looking at
aggregate open interest in VIX futures, which took-off in 2010 (see
graph below).

Anything which promotes asset price rises also promotes low volatility.
Asset price performance has in turn induced the rise of the shortvolatility trade. An example of the increased trade in short vol can be
seen via CFTC numbers on the non-commercial short (graph below).

A concern is that the stability implied by low volatility, which is feeding
itself helped along by a decent dose of leverage, is actually masking a
growing instability – sounds very similar to another ‘Minsky Moment’ in
the making?!?!?!

Back to Index Page
This is an excerpt from Marcus’ longer piece. For the full article, please click HERE.
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Precious Metals Centre Stage, Palladium ETF in the Spotlight
By Jamie Vosper, Derivatives Analyst
Precious metal ETFs dominated the biggest winners in terms of index
movements on Friday, particularly PALL (ETFS Physical Palladium – see
next graphic) which surged 3.5% to 107.13 which is at least an 8-year
high (as far back as data goes) on turnover of 41.9k lots, well above the
15- and 20-day averages of 29k & 25.3k lots. The index has rallied a
cumulative 136% since the start of 2016 and the next target for bulls is
the 109.98 Fiboncacci projection level with 115.07 seen thereafter.

Meanwhile GLD (SPDR Gold Shares) added 1.2% on Fri to 126.96 for a
hefty cumulative advance of 7.6% since the 11th Dec and the firmest
settlement since 8th Sep 2016. The rally over the last 4.5 weeks has seen
outflows in the funds as investors book profits/reduce long exposure.
GLD & PALL have seen redemptions over the period of $563mn & $5mn
respectively.
This PALL outperformance has seen the spread versus GLD narrow very
aggressively since mid-2016 to a multi-year (possibly record) nadir of
19.43 (9th Jan) before steadying ship to 19.83 on Fri (see graph below).
We now expect down side projection targets 16.5, 11.6 and eventually
perhaps even 6.8 to be visited over time.

Spot Palladium climbed 2% to 1134.5 Friday with an intra-day 1140.8
pinnacle a 22-year best at least. The 1139.63 Fibo projection objective
provided some upside resistance although this seems likely to be a
temporary lull in the rally and a breach should prompt a test of 1193.34
in due course.
Back to Index Page
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Fed's Rate Hikes Don't Matter, But Will Expectations?
By Tian Yong Woon, Fundamentals Analyst
Contrary to many expectations, 2017 served as a sore refute to market
watchers (like myself) who went into the year expecting a stronger
greenback against the backdrop of continued monetary policy tightening
by the US Federal Reserve. The following image would further explain
why:

While several factors which were overlooked/underweighted
contributed to the US Dollar's decline for most of last year (e.g. POTUS
Trump's fiscal-heavy legislative push coming to a stall, rising geopolitical
tensions between N.Korea and China, protectionist rhetoric stoking
fears of reduced trade activity etc), a major deficiency of 2017's US
Dollar bulls arose from the convenient (but eventually punishing)
disregard for the possible trajectory of expectations of monetary policy
divergence between the world's major central banks.
With the appreciative pressures of the US Fed's 3-ish interest rate hikes
and POTUS Trump's proposed fiscal-heavy policies already more or less
priced in the Usd by 2016-end, the greenback was vulnerable to
depreciation against other currencies when other hawkish narratives
gained traction in 2017.

As such, while it is important to have a good sense of the expected path
of individual central banks to formulate a view on a currency pair, it is
more important to have a sense of the trajectory of perceived monetary
policy divergence between a currency pair’s related central banks. To
explore this angle, and attempt to avoid the overly simplistic
postulations of yesteryear, we will look at AUD/USD and the marketpriced rate hike probabilities of the pair's respective central banks (data
supplied by Bloomberg):

We see above a snapshot of market expectations for Dec 2017 rate
hikes for the Fed (blue line) and the RBA (black line) from early July
2017 through the end of last year.
For those who are familiar with the ebb and flow of the Australian
monetary policy narrative, matters were never quite the same following
the refute, by RBA's Guy Debelle, of hawkish interpretations of the CB's
"neutral rate“ discussion which sparked off a gradual near-total
elimination of hopes the RBA would deliver an interest rate hike by
2017-end.

Continued p9
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Fed's Rate Hikes Don't Matter, But Will Expectations? Cont’d
On the other hand, expectations of a Dec 2017 hike by the Fed, saw a
sizeable pickup only in Sep 2017 and further cemented after the US
central bank appeared unfazed on its path to tightening monetary
policy despite contentious issues in the US inflation space. On these,
we started to see a monetary policy expectations divergence between
the Fed and the RBA exacerbate from Sep 2017.
To transform the 2 above mentioned time series to one which may be
applicable to explain movements in the AUD/USD, daily Dec 2017 Fed
Funds rate hike probabilities were subtracted from their corresponding
daily Dec 2017 RBA rate hike probabilities via OIS. The new time series
(let's call it the "RBA - Fed Hike Differential"), when overlaid with daily
AUD/USD prices looks like this:

When further transforming the two time series by comparing the 1-day
change in rate hike probability differentials with the 1-day percentage
returns of AUD/USD, we also see an intuitive fit with generally more
stable correlations over the same time period:

At first glance, there seems to be an intuitive fit between the general
trend of the two time series with 30-day correlations between said
time series being very strong at times, albeit with some periods of
breakdowns:

Continued p10
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Fed's Rate Hikes Don't Matter, But Will Expectations? Cont’d
While this angle may capture only one aspect (hike probabilities) of one
(central bank policy) of the possibly countless drivers of currency pair
movements while not directly addressing other important drivers (e.g.
politics, geopolitics, fiscal policy, regulatory policy, war, natural disasters
and other idiosyncratic events etc), we may find ourselves looking more
to probability differentials like the one used above as a guide to current
relative sentiment in currency pairs, especially when monetary policy
tightening becomes increasingly prevalent as a theme.
From the example above, we also have distilled the crucial takeaway that
formulating a view on a currency simply on the expected policy
trajectory of said currency's issuing central bank alone is woefully
insufficient, with a comparison of the market pricing of the relative
convergence or divergence of monetary policy between relevant central
banks being far more indicative than overly simplistic bases for forecasts.

With all that is said and typed, let us all avoid being caught wrong
footed with overly simplistic forecasts this year.
Note: On the AUD/USD example, instead of the rather "roundabout"
method of gauging the market's perceived degree of monetary policy
convergence/divergence by way of probability differentials, one can
simply continue to use the spreads between 10Y ACGB yields and 10Y
UST yields for a mid-to-long term gauge of AUD/USD's movements, not
without enjoying a healthy correlation too. See below:

Simply put:
 It is not enough to assess a currency's potential for
appreciation/depreciation based off its issuing central bank's
expected path (or the expected absolute trajectory) of monetary
policy alone.
 It is better to assess a currency's potential for
appreciation/depreciation based on its expected relative trajectory of
monetary policy instead. One way this can be done is through an
amalgamation of the analyses of individual currency pairs (bottom-up
approach) like the example above and then weighting the results to
see the currency's "net" standing.
 It is even better to then incorporate the results of analyses of other
important FX drivers to get a more robust view of said currency.

Back to Index Page
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Are Australian Government Bonds at the End of a Decade-long Bull Market?
By Qi Xiu Tay, Rates Analyst
 Australia's macro outlook has been improving, but key obstacles to
higher rates remain.
 A pick up in investments/infrastructure spending & tightening
labour market are not alleviating issue of high household debt/slow
wage growth.
 RBA is still expected to stand pat on rates till late Q4 2018/Q1 2019.
 ACGB yields are approaching key major levels where a break above
would indicate end of decade long bull run.
 Q4 inflation will be key, yields are unlikely to break major levels
before that, but have room to run higher till then.
The Macro Outlook
The outlook for Australia has been looking increasingly rosy as the Citi
Economic Surprise Index recently rebounded from a 6mth decline,
moving above 0 for the first time since early Oct 17. Inflation
expectations have also been rising, the 10-year breakeven hovers slightly
below the 2-3% target after a circa 25bp rise over H2 2017. Along with
ascending real GDP, a pickup in infrastructure spending/non-mining
investments, improving business conditions and tightening labour
market, an improving trend is undeniably emerging, which naturally
leads to the question of whether a faster pricing of hikes is imminent.
Despite improving economic conditions, we remain steadfast the RBA
will not hike rates till late Q4 2018, possibly Q1 2019. This is due to 3
concerns: slow wage growth/inflation, high household debt, and
headwinds to external demand. Although there are signs of a bottom,
wage growth remains lackluster and will remain a consumer spending
drag until a sustainable uptrend is intact. The household savings ratio
remains low, indicating the need for households to draw on savings to
finance expenditure, which explains sluggish retail sales as essentials are
prioritized (retail sales have been on a 4-year decline with no signs yet of
a bottom, while Nov's surprise beat was due to idiosyncratic events).

Consumer confidence is thus unsurprisingly gloomy.

In addition, external demand is also expected to take a hit in 2018 as
iron ore prices are expected to decline on a supply glut and drop in
Chinese demand. (The Department of Industry, Innovation and Science
forecasted a 20% iron ore price drop in 2018). While China's antipollution clampdown will see a shift towards the higher grade ore that
Australia produces, the corresponding decline in steel smelter activity
and the broader decline in infrastructure spending means that iron ore
needs on the mainland will overall decline. Combined with reduced
infrastructure spending, the outlook ahead sees a trend of reduced
Chinese demand for base metal, which will continue to weigh on
Australia's exports and external growth.
Overall, although inflation expectations are gradually approaching the
RBA's 2-3% target, unless it is justified by actual inflation readings, which
would likely require improvements in wage growth that will in turn help
alleviate the issue of high household debts, the RBA will not be expected
to hike rates as it would only serve to increase the debt burden of
households and further weigh on spending.

Continued p12
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Are Australian Government Bonds at the End of a Decade-long Bull Market? Cont’d
ACGBs Outlook/Market Pricing
Amidst a year for commodities, as suggested by Jeff Gundlach of
DoubleLine, tax breaks and planned infrastructure spending in the US;
breakeven inflation rates are approaching/reaching inflation targets
pressuring nominal yields to follow suit (higher).
This brings about the question as to whether ACGBs are becoming
complacent and jumping the gun on an RBA that is still expected to
stand pat on rates for reasons given prior.
In our view, ACGB yields could have further room to run higher ahead
of the February 6th RBA meeting. However, ahead of Q4 CPI at the
end of January, crucial resistances would be likely to hold, as it would
otherwise mean the end of a decade long bull run.
Looking at the 3-year, the main reference level is 2.2%, which has
been tested several times since the start of 2015 albeit never
convincingly broken. Ahead of Q4 CPI, the yield could possibly
approach 2.2% but is unlikely to break it unless Q4 trimmed mean CPI
at 1.8% finally indicates an emerging uptrend after some false starts. If
2.2% is broken, the decade bond bull run will finally be over.
For the 10-year yield, while critical resistance at 3.00% can be argued
as the key level above which a bear market will be in place, a more
crucial resistance lies before that – the 50-month MA - that has
capped gains since 2011. A break above the 50-month MA should see
enough upside momentum to break 3.00%, although this is likely to
need a concurrent UST 10-year yield break above its multi-decade
down trend.
Back to Index Page
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EM Asian Bond Flows in Good Shape for Start of 2018
By Tim Cheung, IGM Head 0f China; Riki Zhang, Analyst
EM bond markets as a whole began 2018 with the strongest weekly
inflow in 18 months. This was largely attributed to a substantial amount
of funds pouring into GEM – which experienced the largest weekly
inflow since late-Jul 2016.
However if we look at individual regions, we find none of them
reflected a particularly shining performance.
Asia ex-Japan funds in themselves received Usd239.55mn over the
week ended January 10th, the 2nd consecutive weekly inflow. Breaking
this down further:
 EM Corporate Asia ex-Japan Bond Funds lost Usd147.97mn, the 6th
consecutive weekly outflow;
 EM Sovereign Asia ex-Japan Bond Funds lost Usd5.31mn, the 5th
consecutive weekly outflow;
 EM Mixed Asia ex-Japan Bond Funds received Usd397.65mn, the 3rd
consecutive weekly inflow.

Thailand remains in favor ... but India no long shining

In Emerging Asia, Thailand continued to fare fine after registering the
largest weekly inflow (UsdD588.73mn) in the week prior. In our
view, Thailand is the country in EM Asia with the lowest risk of
monetary tightening in 2018. The friendly inflation outlook and
liquidity picture are favourable to both Thai bonds and equities. As
far as Thai bonds are concerned, the 10-year yield is back down at
2.30% after reaching as high as 2.43% in an upward pullback last
month.
In contrast to Thailand, India is no longer shining. Inflows into Indian
bonds have slowed down considerably over the last few months as
bond yields skyrocketed (note: 10-year government bond yields rose
100bp in August-December period). This has been primarily on
account of challenges faced on the fiscal front and a relatively
hawkish central bank. Though valuations are now starting to look
attractive, offshore money managers might refrain from pouring
money into Indian bonds aggressively until limits for IGBs open up.

Overall, we believe EM Asia will remain okay. Renewed strength of
EM Asian currencies is supportive for local currency paper. Hence
the re-appearance of inflows into that currency category over the
week.

Continued p14
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EM Asian Bond Flows in Good Shape for Start of 2018 cont’d
**EM Asia bond mutual fund inflow/outflow rankings**

Key Features

 Thai bond funds once again occupied most of the top 12 inflow list. Besides the friendly monetary policy stance, strong THB FX rate is also a
key factor that makes Thai bonds attractive. THB set its 40-month high against USD in the middle of this week. To curb inflow of hot money,
Bank of Thailand will continue to keep front-end money rates low. That encourages investors to pour money into Thai bonds. We have seen
sustained tightening of spreads between Thai government bond yields and money market rates. 5-year government bond yield is now at a
spread of 26bp over the 1-month money rate, vs 40bp in late-November.
 We reiterate our view that Chinese bonds are likely to see more outflows and yield upticks over the next 2-3 quarters. Unlike previous years,
CEWC in 2017 emphasized that monetary policy is required to safeguard the liquidity floodgate. We are inclined to interpret "safeguarding
the liquidity floodgate" as a hint towards PBoC's preference for a tighter monetary stance in 2018 as op policymakers appear to be speeding
up financial deleveraging even at a cost of a slightly slower growth. Actions speak louder than words. Right after CEWC was finished, China’s
Banking Regulatory Commission (CBRC), on 29 December, introduced a new capital regulation on distressed asset management capital and
leverage on a consolidated basis. Before this new regulation was introduced, the companies in this industry could set up multiple subsidiaries
to invest without eroding parent companies' capital. Apparently, these companies in the new regulatory framework now have to slow the
growth pace or even deleverage by shrinking the balance sheet. As the regulators continue their ambitious plans for financial deleveraging,
we think it is necessary for us to stay cautious about the Chinese bonds in near- and medium-term.

Back to Index Page
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USD/SEK – Bears Eye Return to the 2017 Low
Technical Analysis by Andrew Dowdell
•

Reversed off 8.5322 after fresh sellers
emerged near 50% of the 9.4482-7.8881 fall
and the 50-Week MA

•

Subsequently broke lower out of a 3-4 month
rising channel

•

Weekly MACD study is on the verge of crossing
lower after stalling just shy of the 0 line

•

Scope is seen for a re-test of the Sep 7.8881
low followed by 50% of the 2011-2016
advance at 7.7136.

•

Rallies should be contained by the strong
8.2670/8.3175 resistance area.
Resistance Levels

STRATEGY SUMMARY
Look to sell for a target of 7.7136. Place stop
above 8.3175

R5
R4
R3
R2
R1

8.6970
8.5322
8.4322
8.3175
8.2670

2 February 2017 low
18 December 2017 high
25 December 2017 high
22 December 2017 low
27 November 2017 low
Support Levels

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

8.0256
7.8881
7.7136
7.3285
7.3042

12 October 2017 low
8 September 2017 low, near 3 May 2016 low at 7.8937
50% of 2011-2016 rally (5.9789-9.4482)
1 June 2012 high
61.8% of 2011-2016 rally (5.9789-9.4482)

IFI Research’s global team of Technical Analysts constantly look for interesting patterns in prevailing price action of a broad range of currency pairs,
fixed income and commodity products. We will highlight the most compelling on these pages. For information on the full spectrum covered, please
contact your Account Manager.

Back to Index Page
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US Breakeven 10 Year – Awaits New 3¼ Year Highs Targeting 2.195/2.310
Technical Analysis by Ed Blake
•

Extends the 23-month uptrend to threaten
fresh tests of the 2017 peak at 2.089 (posted
17 January)

•

Above would confirm a major higher low at
1.661 (2017 low) and signal initial scope to the
2.147/2.195 zone

•

Constructive daily-monthly studies buoy and
an eventual break over 2.195 would expose
the 2.262-2.310 zone

•

Some over-extended daily studies suggest near
term upside exhaustion, but any short-term
dips are viewed as corrective and should hold
well above former range resistance at 1.911,
allowing the uptrend to resume

STRATEGY SUMMARY
Buy into any near term dips as we await a
clearance of the 2017 peak at 2.089 targeting
2.195 and potentially the 2.262/2.310 cluster.
Place a protective stop under former range
resistance at 1.911

R5
R4
R3
R2
R1

2.348
2.310
2.195
2.147
2.089

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

1.997
1.911
1.856
1.823
1.736

Resistance Levels
76.4% retrace of 2.729/1.115 fall
2014 top–10 January, nr 30 July 2014 peak (2.296) & .618x 1.115/2.089 off 1.661 (2.262)
4 September 2014 lower high
.5 projection of 1.115/2.089 off 1.661
2017 peak – 17 January, near 61.8% retrace of 2.729/1.115 fall at 2.112
Support Levels
3 January 2018 low
10 November 2017 high, near a 23-month rising trendline at 1.885
28 November 2017 minor higher low
21 September 2017 low – base of a near three-month bullish rectangular consolidation
29 August 2017 higher low

IFI Research’s global team of Technical Analysts constantly look for interesting patterns in prevailing price action of a broad range of currency pairs,
fixed income and commodity products. We will highlight the most compelling on these pages. For information on the full spectrum covered, please
contact your Account Manager.

Back to Index Page
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